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Sam Gardner never dreamed he would be thanking God for Harmony's self-appointed general of

the religious Right, Dale Hinshaw. God does indeed work in mysterious ways.Amanda Hodge, who

has been living with her Uncle Ellis and Aunt Miriam since her parents abandoned her years ago,

now faces their return and their desire to be a part of her life again. Dale Hinshaw hovers on the

brink of death, in dire need of a heart transplant The whole town is abuzz as the beautiful Deena

Morrison marries the town's most eligible bachelor, Dr. Pierce. And in the midst of these triumphs

and tragedies, Pastor Sam Gardner helps the people of Harmony negotiate the sometimes rocky

road of family life, faith, and forgiveness.Although Harmony's characters develop and grow with

each novel, one thing remains constant -- Philip Gulley's ability to capture both the flavor of

small-town America and the paradoxical beauty of our own humanity.
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Love this series



These book by Phillip Gulley are so down to earth - I find myself wondering "how does a minister put

up with all the different folks in their congregation" - I find myself comparing the folks with people I

know (and maybe sometimes myself) I have all his books now - I usually give my books away but I

will keep this set - I read some of the books years ago, now, I want to keep these they never go out

of style - He is a wonderful writer.

I purchased these books based on the fact that they were described as light hearted but spiritually

based. The writing is excellent...the author is witty and dry and quite funny...but belittles Baptists

more than any other denomination, and is quite humanistic. If you are just looking for a light hearted

work of fiction this is fine. But if you have doctrinal beliefs, it can get to the point that it becomes

frustrating...as it did with me.

Loved it. Real scenarios in the life of a pastor. Although it is fiction, I related completely. Makes you

smile and get emotional too. Gulley has a way of getting the reader involved.

The whole Harmony series is very enjoyable, and it among my favorite in the fiction genre. They are

all light-hearted and full of wonderful and entertaining characters. The books follow Sam, a pastor in

a small-town Quaker church, and the eclectic group of individuals who are members.That being

said, this was my least favorite of the series. I fear Gulley is runnung low on humor! This one was

very pleasent and feel-good, but was not quite as funny as the previous ones. Also, one of the

things I love about these books are the touching one or two-liners he usually ends the chapters with.

They just warm your heart! But this book didn't have those.Either way, these books are easy,

pleasant and clean reads. Enjoy!

I have thoroughly enjoyed all the Harmony series and am now reading the Hope series. Don't know

when I have laughed so much.

I have read the Harmony series several times over, and it never fails to provide much needed comic

relief. I recommend to anyone who attends church regularly or even if you don't, it's still a wonderful

series of books. Warning, you will likely laugh out loud many times so be prepared for people to

stare.



Love this series! Interesting, engaging characters. Well done Phillip Gulley!
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